Characteristics of polarimetric radar variables in three rainfall types in a Baiu front event over the East China Sea observed on 1 June 2004 were studied and compared using a C-band polarimetric radar, the CRL Okinawa bistatic polarimetric radar (COBRA). The selected rainfalls are common types in the Baiu season in this area: (1) stratiform type (ST), (2) isolated convective type (ICT) and (3) embedded convective type (ECT). ST was characterized by an obvious bright band in the field of radar reflectivity (Z hh ). ICT and ECT had almost the same 30-dBZ echo-top height of about 5.5 km, and their strong echo region (Z hh > 40 dBZ) did not exceed the 0 C level (4.4 km altitude) even in their mature stages. Around the 0 C level, overall decrease in correlation coe‰cient between horizontal and vertical polarization signals (r hv ) and increase in di¤erential reflectivity (Z dr ) were observed in ST and ECT, which indicated the presence of a layer of mixed-phase precipitation. By contrast, significant decrease in r hv and increase in Z dr were not found in ICT. At lower levels, Z dr ranged from 0 to 1.5 dB and most of r hv were higher than 0.98 in ST and ECT. The values of Z dr and r hv had wider variations in ICT. The characteristics of the vertical profiles of Z dr and r hv in ECT are consequently more similar to those in ST rather than to those in ICT, although their echo-top heights of 30 dBZ and maximum Z hh near the surface were almost equal.
Introduction
Improvements of precipitation physical models related to raindrop size distribution (DSD) and to hydrometeor information around and above the 0 C level are desired to upgrade rain-retrieval algorithms for spaceborne radars and microwave radiometers (e.g., Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) and Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM)). An appropriate classification of rainfall types to select DSD and melting layer models is an equally important issue in terms of their practical use. For example, two DSD models were assumed to correspond to stratiform and convective types of precipitation in the TRMM 2A25 algorithm (Iguchi et al. 2000) .
Several methods of classifying rainfall types mainly into convective and stratiform categories have been developed using ground-based instruments to characterize rain systems (e.g., Churchill and Houze 1984; Steiner et al. 1995; Rosenfeld et al. 1995; Williams et al. 1995; Tokay et al. 1999) . For example, Steiner et al. (1995) proposed a method of convective-stratiform separation using horizontal distributions of radar reflectivity. The peaks in radar reflectivity indicated the centers of convective regions. Rosenfeld et al. (1995) presented a method using the bright band (BB) signature in stratiform regions to characterize rainfall types. However, it has been di‰cult to characterize the various rainfall systems from the perspective of cloud microphysics by conventional radar measurements. It is also di‰cult to obtain information about melting layers in convective rainfalls which are usually not accompanied by BB signatures.
Polarimetric radar observation is useful for obtaining the three-dimensional distribution of microphysical properties in precipitation clouds (e.g., Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001) . For example, differential reflectivity (Z dr ) is useful for comparing the dominant drop sizes between precipitation areas. The correlation coe‰cient between horizontal and vertical polarization signals (r hv ) is sensitive to the existence of large wet particles such as melting aggregated snow.
During the rainy season in East Asia, which is called the Baiu season in Japan, relatively shallow convective rainfalls with 15-dBZ echo top not more than 8 km are often observed and make large contributions to the amount of rainfall as reported by Zhang et al. (2006) and Chen et al. (2003) . However, little is known about the characteristics of polarization signatures in the rainfall systems in this region, mainly due to the lack of polarimetric radar measurements.
Intensive field observation of subtropical rainfall was carried out in Okinawa, Japan, in May and June 2004 as part of the Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation/Core Research for Evolutional Science and Technology (GSMaP/CREST) program. A C-band polarimetric radar, the CRL (Communications Research Laboratory), the forerunner of National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), Okinawa bistatic polarimetric radar (COBRA), was one of the main ground-based instruments operated in the observation. Good descriptions of COBRA are provided by Nakagawa et al. (2003) and Bringi et al. (2006) . Bringi et al. (2006) conducted an intercomparison of rainfall parameters using COBRA, a 2D-video disdrometer and a 400 MHz profiler for a Baiu front event during this observation period, which was composed of heavy convective rainfalls embedded in large areas of stratiform rain. They showed that the radar rainfall retrievals by COBRA were in good agreement with the 2D-video disdrometer for the entire period of the analysis.
In this study, three ordinary types of rainfalls in a Baiu event observed by COBRA during the observation period are selected for analysis: (1) stratiform type (ST), (2) isolated convective type (ICT) and (3) embedded convective type (ECT). ST was characterized by an obvious BB. ICT and ECT had almost the same 30-dBZ echo-top height of about 5.5 km, and their strong echo region (> 40 dBZ) did not exceed the 0 C level (4.4 km altitude) even in their mature stages.
This paper describes and compares the characteristics of polarimetric radar variables in these three types of rainfalls in the Baiu front event over the East China Sea. The microphysical characteristics in these rainfall types are discussed on the basis of our observational results.
Observation and rainfall types
On 1 June 2004, the Baiu front, a significant subtropical frontal zone in East Asia, was located close to the Okinawa area as shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 2 shows the locations of COBRA and the wind profiler facility at Ogimi. The temperature was 25.1 C at the surface, and the 0 C level was about 4.4 km at 1300 LST on 1 June from the rawin sonde data launched at the Ogimi wind profiler facility.
The horizontal distribution of radar reflectivity (Z hh ) at 2 km altitude at 1350 LST is shown in Fig. 2 . Widespread stratiform rainfall was found in the northwestern part of the COBRA's observational area. Several isolated convective radar echoes were observed to the southeastern side of the stratiform rainfall area. Convective radar echoes with Z hh larger than 40 dBZ also appeared in the widespread stratiform rainfall area. In this study, we focus on these three representative types of rainfall appeared in Fig. 2 . The areas A, B and C of 150 km 2 in Fig. 2 are chosen for the following analysis.
The rainfall in area A is classified as stratiform category by the method of Steiner et al. (1995) . An BB was obvious just below the 0 C level (4.4 km altitude) as seen in the section a-a 0 in Fig. 3 . We will refer to the rainfall in area A as ''stratiform type (ST)''. Areas B and C contained one convective rainfall system (convective cell) each, whose type of rainfall is judged by the method of Steiner et al. (1995) . The convective rainfall in area B was isolated, that is, stratiform rainfall was not observed around it. We will refer to the rainfall type in area B as ''isolated convective type (ICT)''. On the other hand, the convective rainfall in area C appeared and developed in the substantial stratiform rainfall area. We will refer to the rainfall type in area C as ''embedded convective type (ECT)''. To support the existence of a convective-scale circulation in ECT, distributions of Doppler velocity and Z hh along the beam through ECT at an elevation of 0.9 are shown in Fig. 4 . An echo region stronger than 40 dBZ is observed at a distance of about 75.5 km to 82 km. Here, negative (positive) values of Doppler velocity indicate wind components away from (toward) the radar. Doppler velocity shows a local minimum value at a distance of 77 km, and increases monotonically to a distance of 83.5 km. Di¤erence of Doppler velocity is about 6.5 m s À1 between these locations. These features indicate the presence of convective-scale convergence at low level in ECT. It seems reasonable to suppose that ECT is associated with a convective-scale updraft. Convective cells in areas B and C were in mature stages at 1350 LST. As seen from sections b-b 0 and c-c 0 in Fig. 3 , the convective rainfall in areas B and C had almost the same 30-dBZ echo-top height of about 5.5 km. Their echo-top heights for the strong echo region (> 40 dBZ) did not exceed the 0 C level during their lifetimes (not shown). The next section describes the characteristics of polarimetric radar variables, Z hh , Z dr and r hv , in the three rainfall types.
Z dr is positive (negative) for particles with long axes near horizontally (vertically). For raindrops, Z dr is usually positive because raindrops tend to flatten while falling. The oblateness of raindrops increases with drop size, leading to the increase of Z dr with drop size. r hv depends on the dispersion in the ratio of the vertical-to-horizontal size of individual hydrometeors. For example, variation in drop-size distributions, drop oscillations, and irregular shapes of hydrometeors can be factors to reduce r hv . r hv is particularly sensitive to the presence of large wet particles such as melting aggregates.
PPI scan data were used in this study. COBRA was operated in a PPI scanning mode at the following elevation angles in less than 6 minutes: 0.5, 0.9, 1.4, 2.0, 2. 6, 3.4, 4.3, 5.5, 6.8, 8.5, 10.5, 13.0, 16.1 and 20.0 , although the time interval of this PPI scanning mode was 10 minutes. The transmitting polarization was þ45-degrees-tilt linear, and Hand V-independent digital receivers were used. The number of integration pulses was 32. The pulse width was 1 ms, and the resolution of the radar data was therefore 150 m in the radial direction. The rainfall attenuation in Z hh and Z dr was corrected by using the combined f dp -Z dr constraint (Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001) . The values of r hv were corrected for signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (see appendix). Low-SNR data of less than 15 dB were removed for the analysis of Z dr and r hv .
Characteristics of polarimetric variables

Vertical profiles of polarimetric variables
Figures 5 and 6 show the scatter plots of Z dr and r hv versus height within the areas A (ST), B (ICT) and C (ECT) in Fig. 2 . The clustering feature of the plots in Figs. 5 and 6 is related to di¤erent elevation angles of PPI scans, which are described in Section 2. The locations of the sections are in Fig. 2 . The arrows indicate the domains for the three rainfall types in the vertical sections.
In ST, Z dr ranges from 0 to 1.5 dB below 3 km altitude (Fig. 5a ). Most of r hv are higher than 0.98 at these levels (Fig. 6a) . Between 3 km and 4.5 km altitudes (near the 0 C level), where a BB of 40 dBZ to 45 dBZ is obvious in section a-a 0 in Fig. 3 , Z dr values are slightly larger than those at lower levels, and reach up to 2 dB (Fig. 5a ). As seen in Fig. 6a , r hv values generally decrease and are widely scattered around the BB, and r hv higher than 0.99 is scarce. These features indicate the presence of a layer consisting of di¤erent kinds of particles including melting heavily aggregated snow just below the 0 C level because r hv is sensitive to the presence of large wet particles as has been described in several previous studies (e.g., Brandes and Ikeda 2004) . Above 4.5 km altitude, where snow particles should be dominant, Z dr ranges from À0.5 dB to 1.5 dB (Fig. 5a ), and most of r hv are higher than 0.98 (Fig. 6a) .
A prominent feature in ICT is the wide variations in Z dr and r hv at lower levels (Figs. 5b, 6b) . The values of Z dr distribute up to around 4 dB in ICT at lower levels, while those in ST and ECT distribute up to 1.5 dB at most (Fig. 5 ). Around the 0 C level, no BB is observed in ICT (section b-b 0 in Fig. 3 ), and most of r hv are higher than 0.98 (Fig. 6b ). These facts indicate that a melting layer is not obvious in ICT. In ECT, Z dr values range from 0 dB to 1.5 dB, and most of r hv are higher than 0.98 at lower levels (Figs. 5c, 6c) . Note that these distributions of the values are almost the same as those in ST (Figs. 5a, 6a) , although the maximum value and distribution pattern of Z hh in ECT are largely di¤erent from those in ST. A BB is not obvious as seen in section c-c 0 in Fig. 3 . However, r hv values decrease and are widely scattered around the 0 C level as plotted in Fig. 6c . The scattering feature of r hv is observed in all ranges of Z hh around the 0 C level (not shown). This indicates the existence of mixedphase hydrometeors around and just below the 0 C level not only in the surrounding stratiform parts but in the convective part of ECT.
The above-mentioned characteristics of the scatter plots of Z dr and r hv versus height in ICT and ECT did not show significant changes during their mature stage (at least at 1340 LST, 1350 LST and 1400 LST). It is safe to say that the characteristics of the vertical profiles of Z dr and r hv in ECT are generally similar to those in ST rather than those in ICT throughout the precipitation depth, although the vertical profiles of Z hh in ICT and ECT are almost equal. A detailed comparison of polarimetric variables for raindrops near the surface for the three types of rainfalls will be presented in the following section.
Polarimetric variables near the surface
Z dr and r hv below 2 km altitude are plotted against Z hh in Figs. 7, 8 , respectively, to characterize the three rainfall types near the surface that were su‰ciently below the 0 C level in which complete melting is assured. In ST, Z hh is observed up to approximately 40 dBZ (Figs. 7a, 8a ). Z dr increases with Z hh in the region with Z hh stronger than 35 dBZ (Fig. 7a) . Most r hv is higher than 0.98 in all ranges of Z hh (Fig. 8a) . In ICT, Z dr slightly increases with Z hh and most r hv is higher than 0.98 in the region with Z hh weaker than 45 dBZ (Figs. 7b, 8b ). On the other hand, Z dr suddenly increases and r hv drastically decreases with Z hh in the region with Z hh stronger than 45 dBZ (Figs. 7b, 8b ). These relations indicate the existence of large raindrops in the reflectivity core in ICT.
The values of Z dr and r hv in ICT are more scattered at each Z hh than in the other two types. However the increase in Z dr and the decrease in r hv in the reflectivity cores of isolated convective rainfalls are significant features in spatial distribution as seen in Fig. 9 (relation of Z dr to Z hh not shown). r hv values clearly decrease in the reflectivity cores of all four convective cells depicted in Fig. 9 . Some negative Z dr values are also found in ICT (Fig. 7b) . They should be attributed measurement fluctuations or some kind of noise, although they are hardly observed in ST and ECT.
In ECT, the maximum Z hh is approximately 55 dBZ (Figs. 7c, 8c ), which is a comparable value to that in ICT. However, Z dr exhibited only a grad- ual increase with Z hh in all ranges of Z hh (Fig. 7c) . Note that Z dr values in ECT are generally smaller than those in ICT in the intense rainfall regions with Z hh stronger than 45 dBZ (Figs. 7b, 7c ). This indicates that smaller raindrops are more dominant in ECT than in ICT at the same Z hh in the intense rainfall regions. Most r hv is higher than 0.98 in ECT, and do not show a significant descent even in the region with Z hh stronger than 45 dBZ (Fig.  8c) . To show that the di¤erent character in dominant raindrop sizes between ICT and ECT is not attributed to the di¤erence in life stages of convective cells, the values of averaged Z dr were calculated for each 5-dB increment in Z hh using the data below 2 km altitude at 1340, 1350 and 1400 LST (Fig. 10) . The convective cell in ICT was observed first at 1330 LST and last at 1410 LST, and was completely traced using the data of 10-minute intervals during its lifetime. Its maximum Z hh reaches 55-dBZ category at 1340, 1350 and 1400 LST at low levels. We can consider that the convective cell in ICT is at the mature stage at around 1350 LST. As seen in Fig. 10 , the averaged Z dr in ICT remarkably increases in the region with Z hh larger than 45 dBZ, and ranges from 2.9 dB to 3.8 dB for 55 dBZ in Z hh from 1340 to 1400 LST. The convective cell in ECT is also at the intense stage with maximum Z hh of 55-dBZ category at 1340, 1350 and 1400 LST. The averaged Z dr in ECT shows only a gradual increase even in the region with Z hh larger than 45 dBZ and ranges from 1.3 dB to 1.9 dB for 55 dBZ in Z hh from 1340 to 1400 LST. It is reasonable to say that the larger Z dr in ICT and smaller Z dr in ECT in the intense rainfall regions are not temporary and are not attributed to the life stages of convective cells. In addition, 13 isolated convective rainfalls and 12 embedded convective rainfalls with their maximum Z hh of at least 55-dBZ category below 2 km altitude were observed by COBRA in 12 volume-scan data from 1300 to 1450 LST over the ocean area. Averaged Z dr at 55 dBZ is 3.1 dB for all those isolated convective rainfalls and 1.9 dB for embedded convective rainfalls. This result also supports that the feature of larger raindrops in ICT and smaller raindrops in ECT in their intense rainfall regions is common in this Baiu rainfall event. 
Discussion
Vertical profiles of polarimetric variables and melting layer signatures
The characteristics of the vertical profiles of Z dr and r hv in ECT are more similar to those in ST rather than to those in ICT throughout the precipitation depth, although the vertical profiles of Z hh in ICT and ECT are almost equal. One noteworthy feature in ST and ECT is the overall increase in Z dr and decrease in r hv around the 0 C level (Figs.  5, 6 ). These polarimetric signatures indicate the existence of melting layers in ST and ECT as described in previous studies (Ryzhkov and Zrnić 1998; Brandes and Ikeda 2004; Ikeda et al. 2005) . In ST, the melting layer signature also manifests as a BB in Z hh field. In ECT, however, a BB is not obvious, and a decrease of Z hh just under the polarimetric melting layer which is exhibited by Z dr and r hv is not observed (Fig. 3c) .
The range of Z dr values under the polarimetric melting layer in ECT is comparable to that in ST as shown in Figs. 5a and 5c. This fact indicates that the larger Z hh values below the polarimetric melting layer in ECT than in ST is not attributed to the di¤erence in dominant raindrop size so much. It is more likely that the number concentration of raindrops below the melting layer in ECT is higher than that in ST. In stratiform rainfalls, the precipitation fall velocity generally increases at the bottom of the BB as the low density snow particles melt to form raindrops (Fabry et al. 1994) , which is one of the important factors to reduce the number concentration of raindrops, and hence to reduce the values of Z hh at the region. In ECT, a convective updraft would sustain raindrops around the bottom of the melting layer and prevent the rapid decrease in number concentration of raindrops in the region. In addition, precipitation formation below the melting level, which is significant for convective systems during the Baiu season (Zhang et al. 2006) , may contribute to increase Z hh under the polarimetric melting layer in ECT. High temporal resolution data of vertical air velocity and precipitation fall velocity, as well as the polarimetric radar variables, will help to discuss further details about the absence of a BB in ECT.
Raindrop sizes near the surface
Near the surface su‰ciently below the 0 C level, ICT had larger Z dr than ECT in the region with Z hh stronger than 45 dBZ. This indicates that larger raindrops were more dominant in ICT than in ECT at the same Z hh in intense rainfall regions. Extremely low values of r hv in the region with Z hh stronger than 45 dBZ in ICT are consistent with the presence of large raindrops (e.g. Ryzhkov and Zrnić 2005) . Bringi et al. (2006) provided the bestfit lines between Z dr (as a ratio and not in dB in the following expressions) and the median volume diameter (D 0 ) for a Baiu front event in Okinawa from 2D-video disdrometer data and a simulation of Z dr at a frequency of 5.4 GHz: During the mature period of ICT and ECT, depicted in Fig. 10 , the averaged Z dr for 55 dBZ in Z hh ranges from 2.9 dB to 3.8 dB in ICT and from 1.3 dB to 1.9 dB in ECT. Using the above relationships, D 0 is retrieved and ranges from 2.3 mm to 2.7 mm in ICT and from 1.9 mm to 2.0 mm in ECT for 55 dBZ in Z hh .
Several earlier studies showed the time evolution of the averaged Z dr versus Z hh from the early growth phase to the mature phase of convective cells (e.g., Caylor and Illingworth 1987; Illingworth 1988; Bringi et al. 1991) . In their studies, the initial stages of the cloud were characterized by low Z hh and unusually large Z dr implying a very low number concentration of large raindrops developed through a warm rain process. As time increased, Z dr for a given Z hh tended to decrease to the relationship of Marshall-Palmer DSD. They concluded that this evolution is consistent with weakening updrafts and the beginning of downdrafts in the cell, and the mixed-phase and ice-phase processes became important as the cloud grew above the 0 C level. In the present study, however, the raindropsize di¤erence between ICT and ECT is presented as the character for their mature stages, and do not result from the di¤erence of cell-stages as described in Fig. 10 .
In ICT, the echo-top height for the strong echo region of 40 dBZ did not exceed the 0 C level during the lifetime of the convective cell. In addition, the melting layer signature of low r hv was not obvious in ICT. These facts suggest that the large raindrops in ICT were formed mainly by a warm-rain process that is accompanied by the e‰cient di¤u-sional growth of cloud droplets and the coalescence growth of raindrops.
Smaller raindrops in ECT than in ICT obviously reflect the di¤erence in rain-formation processes be-tween ECT and ICT. As discussed in Section 4.1, one of the noteworthy features in ECT is the existence of the polarimetric melting layer. This implies that the mixed-phase and ice-phase processes also contributed to the rain production in ECT. However, in this study, it is di‰cult to discuss the role of the mixed-phase and ice-phase hydrometeors at upper levels to the formation of smaller raindrops near the surface in ECT. To understand the detailed rain-formation processes, in-situ observations of cloud microphysical and dynamical features, such as size distributions of cloud particles and raindrops, relative humidity, and updraft velocity in the rainfall systems, should be required in the future in addition to the polarimetric radar observation with higher temporal resolution. Also, numerical modeling studies with detailed cloud microphysics including the processes of colliding and breaking up of raindrops would be helpful for further discussion of the di¤erent precipitation-growth processes between ICT and ECT.
Summary
This study described and compared the characteristics of polarimetric radar variables in three types of rainfalls in a Baiu front event over the East China Sea using the C-band polarimetric radar (COBRA). The selected rainfall cases were common types in the Baiu season: (1) stratiform type (ST), (2) isolated convective type (ICT) and (3) embedded convective type (ECT). ST was accompanied by an obvious bright band (BB). ICT and ECT had convective cells of the 40-dBZ echotop heights which did not exceed the 0 C level (4.4 km altitude) even in their mature stages. Maximum values of Z hh (about 55 dBZ) and 30-dBZ echo-top heights were almost equal in ICT and ECT. However, the characteristics of the vertical profiles of Z dr and r hv in ECT were more similar to those in ST rather than to those in ICT.
One noteworthy feature in ECT and ST is the overall decrease in r hv and increase in Z dr around the 0 C level. This indicates the existence of melting layers in ECT and ST, although a BB was not obvious in ECT. It follows from this that previous methods of convective-stratiform classification using radar reflectivity fields (e.g., Churchill and Houze 1984; Steiner et al. 1995; Rosenfeld et al. 1995) do not always e¤ectively characterize the properties of hydrometeors around the 0 C level in precipitation systems during the Baiu season over the East China Sea. Developing a method of rainfall-type classification judging the presence of a melting layer using polarimetric radar variables in addition to the traditional classification of convective-stratiform regions could be useful for upgrading rain-retrieval algorithms for radars and microwave radiometers on satellites (e.g., TRMM and GPM).
Near the surface su‰ciently below the 0 C level, ICT had larger Z dr than ECT in the region with Z hh stronger than 45 dBZ. This indicates that larger raindrops were more dominant in ICT than in ECT at the same Z hh in intense rainfall regions. Extremely low values of r hv in the region with Z hh stronger than 45 dBZ in ICT are consistent with the presence of large raindrops. This di¤erence of dominant raindrop sizes appears to reflect the difference in precipitation growth processes between ICT and ECT, although their echo-top heights of 30 dBZ and maximum Z hh near the surface were almost equal.
In ICT, the echo-top height for the strong echo region of 40 dBZ did not exceed the 0 C level during the lifetime of the convective cell. In addition, the melting layer signature of low r hv and large Z dr was not obvious in ICT. These facts suggest that the large raindrops in ICT were formed mainly by a warm-rain process. In ECT, the existence of a melting layer implies that the mixed-phase and icephase processes also contributed to the rain production in ECT. However, the detailed microphysical processes in the smaller raindrop formation in ECT than in ICT still remain as future issues. Intensive in-situ observations of microphysical and dynamical features of the rainfall systems and numerical modeling studies with detailed cloud microphysics can be helpful for further investigations of the precipitation growth processes in each type of rainfall systems. 
where SNRdB is the signal-to-noise ratio in units of dB. Observation data are corresponding tor r hv in (A4). Using the relationship of (A4), expected value of r hv corrected for the signal-to-noise ratio can be deduced fromr r hv .
